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Two stories in one, this delightful book 
is full of magic, sparkle, wishes and more! 

The best thing is you get to join Shimmer 
and Shine as they plan a birthday party 
with their friends. But who’s it for?
Next you’ll join the genies divine on 
an amazing adventure to Zahramay 

Skies. Ride Zaharacorns, make wishes, use 
magic wands and help save the day from 

naughty Zeta’s schemes.

Sofia!
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'Happy Birthday to You' story was adapted by David Morris. 
'Happy Birthday to You' is originally by Kristen L. Depken - and Illustrated by Dave Aikins and based on the TV series Shimmer & ShineTM

© 2022 Viacom International Inc. All rights reserved.
ISBN:

Hope you have an amazing day!

Lots of  love, Adam and Laura xx
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Shimmer and Shine are throwing you a 

birthday party Sofa!

Shimmer makes a cake. 

Do you like cake, Sofa?

Shine hangs streamers. 

Look at all the colourful 

decorations, Sofa! 

Tala puts on music. 

Do you like to dance, Sofa?

Shine hangs streamers.
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Nahal blows up balloons. Do you like balloons, Sofa?
Leah arrives at the palace with a present.

Zac arrives at 

the palace with 

a present too!

Shimmer sets up a birthday game.

Everyone wants to play 

with you, Sofa!

Shine puts out the 

birthday presents.
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Sofa thought this sounded so exciting! 

Princess Samira handed Shimmer, Shine and Leah 
each a special ring. “Press it in the center and say, 
‘Zahraflash!’” she told them.

“Zahraflash!” they said as they pressed their rings.

Sofa was having a wonderful dream about the 
genies Shimmer and Shine and a wonderful adventure 
they were going on with Leah. In the dream, Princess 
Samira had exciting news for Shimmer, Shine and 
Leah. “Today you’re all going above the clouds to 
Zahramay Skies! You’ll meet Adara, the Stardust 
Princess, and learn about Stardust Magic.”

'Reach for the Stars' is by Courtney Carbone - Based on the teleplay “Welcome to Zahramay Skies” 
Illustrated by Dave Aikins

© 2022 Viacom International Inc. All rights reserved.
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Sofia was having a wonderful dream about the genies
Shimmer and Shine and a wonderful adventure they
were going on with Leah. In the dream, Princess
Samira had exciting news for Shimmer, Shine and
Leah. “Today you’re all going above the clouds to
Zahramay Skies! You’ll meet Adara, the Stardust
Princess, and learn about Stardust Magic.”
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“The stars!” Shimmer exclaimed when she saw 
them drifting toward Zeta.

“What should we do?” Leah asked.

“I need to get my stars back into the palace right 
away!” Princess Adara told them. “And you girls need 
to stop that sorceress!”

Sofa hoped they could stop Zeta in time!

They were ready for action!
The girls climbed onto their Zahracorns and 
headed for Zeta. They tried to use their magic 
wands to catch the stars. But Zeta took their 
wands and trapped them in a rainbow!

"Oh no!" thought Sofa.
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